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A Smart Approach to Partner Sales Enablement 

VMware has developed robust marketing assets to help partners like you drive demand for VMware solutions. This campaign 
not only aligns with customer needs, priorities, and buying patterns, it also provides partners with an integrated selling 
approach to increase customer share of wallet and provide ongoing customer value.

Market Opportunity

With the emergence of enterprise consumerization, traditional ways of managing, securing, and supporting users, applications, 
devices, and data may no longer meet the needs of businesses, forcing IT professionals to redesign delivery models for mobile 
and cloud technologies. Through multiple product offerings, VMware empowers organizations to achieve a digital workspace. 
By building desktop and application virtualization into a digital workspace strategy, IT practitioners can effectively bridge legacy 
client/server applications with new cloud-based, cross-platform applications that require little endpoint dependence.

Partner Benefits

This through-partner campaign leverages the Partner Demand Center platform to help you grow your business.

Meet customer demand

Rapid growth of enterprise-owned and BYO endpoints is driving adoption of employee-centric contextual service models called 
unified workspaces.1

Tap into an explosive market

$16.28B: 2021 digital workspace market2

$18.06B: 2021 digital workplace transformation market2

Grow your share of wallet

• While VMware Horizon® addresses a small portion of your customer user base, the value per user is high. 

• Adding VMware AirWatch® addresses a larger portion of your customer user base. 

•  VMware Workspace ONE™ addresses the entire user base, enabling partners to capture 3 times the return versus selling 
AirWatch alone.

Build your digital workspace practice

In addition to Workspace ONE deployment and managed services, you can create unique discovery assessments and strategy 
sessions to serve as a long-term trusted advisor to your customers.

Capture ongoing Workspace ONE opportunities

• Enjoy an easy sales cycle for existing AirWatch and Horizon customers.

• Minimize competition from other partners.

• Gain visibility across all application projects to discover new opportunities.

¹  Gartner, Inc. “Embrace Unified Workspace to Deliver on Your Digital Workplace Vision.” Oct. 2016.  
2   “Workplace Transformation Market by Type of Services (Enterprise Mobility & Telecom, Unified Communication & Collaboration, Workplace Upgrade & 

 Migration, Field Services, and Service Desk), Organization Size, Vertical, and Region - Global Forecast to 2021.” 2016.
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Campaign Overview

VMware solution campaigns offer a simplified and more customer-focused approach to marketing. Instead of starting 
conversations at the product level, VMware marketing now aligns to strategic priorities and IT initiatives.

In the pages that follow, you’ll find information about the best roles to target, as well as distinct pain-point-led solution 
messaging for each IT initiative.

Strategic Priority: Empower Digital Workspace 

Enterprise consumerization is driving digital transformation. The VMware digital workspace solution harnesses consumerization 
and empowers the digital workspace by delivering a consumer-simple experience that enables the rapid adoption of new 
services and workflows while optimizing security with rich contextual access policies. This enables enterprises to take 
advantage of digital transformation—speeding time to integrate applications, securing data, and controlling the hidden costs of 
shadow IT.

With the VMware digital workspace solution, organizations can

•  Remove the friction of access so employees can get work done in real time from any device or location, without 
compromising security.

•  Use a single platform to manage all apps and devices—regardless of ownership models—with complete employee privacy.

•  Leverage a solution that includes a just-in-time management platform with VMware Software-Defined Data Center 
virtualization and cloud-management technologies that deliver enterprise-IT freedom, compatibility, and cost efficiencies, 
because any device can access a virtual application or desktop, regardless of the operating system.

Initiatives:

Secure Access 
Management

Unify  
Endpoint 

Managment

Simplify  
Windows  
Delivery

Strategic Priority: Empower Digital Workspace
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Campaign Overview

Job Titles and Roles Key Concerns

C-Level (CIO/CTO/CISO)

• Enterprise-grade security

• Cost control & ROI

• End-user productivity

• Customer engagement

• Competitive advantage

IT Operations (Director or VP)

• Comprehensive functionality

• Enterprise-grade security

• Ease of use 

• Process automation

• Systems integration

•  Differences in skill sets and tools required to manage these environments,  
leading to cloud silos 

IT Infrastructure (Director or VP)

•  Streamlining and automating data center operations to decrease risk and  
increase availability

• Delivering applications and infrastructure faster

• Supporting the business with modern infrastructure 

• Preparing for mobile, cloud, and development-centric demands

•  Separate access control, security, and network policies leading to inconsistencies in  
IT control 

IT/Cloud Architect

• Defining, delivering, and supporting strategic plans for implementing IT technologies

•  Maintaining consistency in delivering enterprise application SLAs around availability and 
performance across private and public clouds   

• Improving the user and customer experience

•  Time-consuming cloud migration and set-up processes that add to operational complexity

Target Audience

1. IT Initiative: Secure Access Management

VMware Workspace ONE offers frictionless access to all application types and data, and consumer-simple productivity that 
enables new experiences for the modern workforce. Security is enhanced through powerful contextual policy enforcement that 
manages applications and data in motion and at rest to reduce the risk of unauthorized access and data loss. 

 Audience Pain Points 

•  Device management is changing with Windows 10, as Microsoft offers IT organizations a different approach to managing 
the OS from the cloud. 

•  Identity has become the perimeter in a consumerized enterprise where more and more users access corporate data from 
devices that may not be owned by the company and connect from outside the network domain.

•  As lines of business bypass the IT organization to implement new projects, they may also bypass important security policies 
or these projects may fail once integration across the enterprise becomes necessary.

•  Business owners and the modern workforce are less reliant on IT organizations to meet their needs and seek out new tools, 
giving rise to shadow IT.
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Campaign Overview

 Audience Opportunities

•  Eliminate app provisioning and password-related help-desk tickets and reduce time to productivity of new applications from 
months to days.

• Empower business owners and the workforce to speed decisions or take action in real time.

• Compete against shadow IT with cost, convenience, and security.

• Immediately block access to applications and data when an employee leaves the company.

• Reduce the time spent identifying and containing incidents by 25 percent.

• Leverage existing identity management investments.

• Eliminate manual compliance management.

 Audience Benefits

Enjoy consumer-simple, frictionless access to any application.

• Leverage one application catalog for all business applications, optimized by device type.

• Enjoy one-touch mobile single sign on (SSO) using device trust.

• Provide simple self-service onboarding for new users and new devices.

• Use easy multifactor authentication from any mobile device.

• Assure users that their personal applications and data remain invisible to the IT organization.

Enable mobile workflows for the modern workforce.

•  Enable unique workflows to maximize productivity built for business.

• Increase user adoption across platforms with a minimal learning curve.

• Allow user choice to coexist with native applications and tools.

• Leverage built-in security with integrated data loss prevention (DLP) controls for any management model.

Leverage powerful contextual policy management.

•  Integrate identity and device compliance to create and enforce granular policies.

•  Provide mobile application management for any application without requiring wrapping for SDKs.

•  Protect applications and data in the cloud, on the network, and on the device with access controls and DLP for 
comprehensive security.

•  Leverage automated remediation, from running a report to self-enabling automating actions and notifications.  

•  Isolate resources and protect the network with built-in micro-segmentation policies by integrating with VMware NSX®.

 Supporting Product Messaging

VMware Workspace ONE is a digital workspace platform that simply and securely delivers and manages any application on 
any device by integrating access control, application management, and multiplatform endpoint management.

VMware Horizon is the leading platform for providing end users access to all of their virtual desktops, applications, and online 
services through a single digital workspace.
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Campaign Overview

Job Titles and Roles Key Concerns

C-Level (CIO/CTO/CISO)

• Enterprise-grade security 

• Cost control & ROI 

• End-user productivity 

• Customer engagement 

• Competitive advantage

• Infrastructure integrations 

• Total cost of ownership (TCO)

Business Decision-Maker (CxO)

• Enterprise-grade security

• Cost control & ROI

• End-user productivity

• Customer engagement

• Competitive advantage

IT Operations (Director or VP)

• Comprehensive functionality 

• Enterprise-grade security 

• Ease of use  

• Process automation 

• Systems integration 

•  Differences in skill sets and tools required to manage environments, leading to cloud silos 

Security Architect

•  Streamlining and automating data center operations to decrease risk and increase 
availability 

• Supporting the business with modern infrastructure  

• Preparing for mobile, cloud, and development-centric demands 

•  Separate access control, security, and network policies, leading to inconsistencies in  
IT control  

• Compliance monitoring

• Threat detection and remediation

IT Administrators, IT Operations, 
System Administrators

• Ease of set up and daily use

• Improving the user and customer experience 

•  Time-consuming cloud migration and set-up processes that add to operational complexity 

• Remote troubleshooting

Target Audience

2. IT Initiative: Unify Endpoint Management

The VMware digital workspace solution offers Windows 10 management support and introduces smarter ways to deploy, 
control, and manage an organization’s PC fleet. It reduces the total cost and complexity of management by enabling IT 
organizations to consolidate the required tools and management panes of glass, as well as by eliminating many of the pain 
points inherent in traditional PC life cycle management tasks (e.g., the need for staging and imaging; complexity of maintaining 
drivers; and managing OS updates, firewalls, antivirus, and encryption policies).
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Campaign Overview

 Audience Pain Points 

• As more and more users are off domain, the visibility needed to manage and secure off-network devices and users is lost.

•  Managing security profiles, compliance policies, and device restrictions across all the respective devices employees use is 
a tedious, time-consuming, and vulnerable process. 

•  The IT organization’s inability to support consumer-like user experiences not only hinders productivity, but also presents risk 
to corporate data as users are likely to seek out alternative solutions or loopholes.

 Audience Opportunities

• Simplified and self-service onboarding of devices

• Scalable software distribution and management

• Cloud-policy and patch management

• Real-time security and visibility to all devices

• Enterprise storefront with self-service access and SSO 

 Audience Benefits

Provide employee choice

• Deliver a better user experience by empowering IT professionals to trust the image out of the box. 

• Devices are no longer locked down to end users, allowing them to choose their own devices.

Improve security and compliance

•  Provide instant, push-based policy and patch management for devices across any network, keeping them up to date  
and compliant, thus increasing security. 

Reduce operational and capital costs

•  Lower the cost of manual imaging, provisioning, and distribution, as well as troubleshooting and remediating  
noncompliant devices. 

 Supporting Product Messaging

VMware Workspace ONE is a digital workspace platform that simply and securely delivers and manages any application on 
any device by integrating access control, application management, and multiplatform endpoint management.

VMware vRealize® Network Insight  
vRealize Network Insight delivers intelligent operations for Software-Defined Data Center networking and security, with 
converged visibility across virtual and physical networks. Additionally, vRealize Network Insight provides micro-segmentation 
planning recommendations and operations management for VMware NSX®.
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Campaign Overview

Target Audience

Job Titles and Roles Key Concerns

C-Level (CIO/CTO/CISO)

• Competitive advantage 

• Customer engagement

• Enterprise-grade security

• Employee productivity

• Cost control & ROI

IT Operations (Director or VP)

• Comprehensive functionality

• Enterprise-grade security

• Availability

• Cost of operations 

• Process automation

• Differences in skillsets and tools required to manage environments, leading to cloud silos 

IT Infrastructure (Director or VP)

•  Streamlining and automating data center operations to decrease risk and increase 
availability

• Delivering applications and infrastructure faster

• Supporting the business with modern infrastructure 

• Preparing for mobile, cloud, and development-centric demands

•  Separate access control, security, and network policies, leading to inconsistencies in  
IT control 

IT/Cloud Architect

• Defining, delivering, and supporting strategic plans for implementing IT technologies

•  Maintaining consistency in delivering enterprise application service-level agreements 
(SLAs) around availability and performance across private and public clouds   

• Improving the user and customer experience

• Time-consuming cloud migration and set-up processes that add to operational complexity

3. IT Initiative: Simplify Windows Delivery

Organizations can empower the digital workspace by delivering Windows applications and desktops as an on-premises or 
cloud-based service alongside all enterprise applications—all from a single self-service catalog. Virtualizing apps and desktops 
with VMware frees apps to run anywhere while improving performance and security, as well as reducing management costs.
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Campaign Overview

 Audience Pain Points 

•  Lines of business and employees want to use personal devices for work, but IT organizations can’t support distributing and 
supporting internal Windows applications on personally owned laptops.

•  Desire to deliver a consumer-like enterprise app store with a consistent user experience across laptops, tablets, and 
smartphones, but there are hundreds of Windows applications that must be installed on a Windows image.

•  Current processes create a bottleneck as the business continues to grow and expand—all while budget shrinks.

•  Too many employees with VPN access to the corporate network from noncompliant devices..

 Audience Opportunities

• Abstract applications from the device

• Remove the friction of access

• Keep the most sensitive data off devices and devices out of the network

• Superior performance, always available—with industrial-level redundancy

• Automated and streamlined management

 Audience Benefits

Provide anywhere access 

• Free Windows applications to be accessed anywhere with the digital workspace.

• Delight employees with consumer-simple access and improved application performance and availability.

• Easily support new devices and BYO programs with no additional investment.

Secure sensitive data

• Keep sensitive applications and data off of devices.

•  Remove the need for end-user devices to touch the internal network while micro-segmenting network traffic between client 
and server.

•  Enable powerful contextual access policy management for any application from one place.

Reduce cost and complexity

• Streamline and automate life cycle management of Windows applications and equipment.

• Reduce the headaches of Windows-application and browser compatibility with application virtualization and delivery.

•  Centralize management and scale on demand to accommodate rapid growth or changes in enterprise footprint or  
real estate.

 Supporting Product Messaging

VMware Horizon is the leading platform for providing end users access to all of their virtual desktops, applications, and online 
services through a single digital workspace.
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Campaign Design and Flow

Campaign Content 

This campaign includes three IT initiatives, each sharing a common Empower Digital Workspace theme but focused on distinct 
pain-point-led solution messaging. 

Progressing through all stages of the buyer’s journey, each IT initiative consists of four emails plus corresponding landing and 
thank you pages.

Secure Access Management

A
w
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s

D
em
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d

Stage Touch Primary Offer Title Secondary Offer Title

1
eBook: Forbes Study Data: The Impact of a Digitally 
Empowered Workforce

eBook: Think You Need a BYO Strategy? Think 
Again.

2
eBook: Expand Your VDI with a Digital Workspace 
Strategy 

White Paper: Read Before Opening! Four Design 
Considerations Before Embarking on a Digital 
Workspace Project

3 eBook: 3 Ways to Reduce the Risk of Data Loss
eBook: Prove Yourself: Identity in a Mobile Cloud 
World—A Contextual Guide to the Digital Workspace

4

Hands-on Labs:  
VMware Horizon 7 Application Delivery

• (HOL-1851-03-ADV)

VMware Workspace ONE with AirWatch
• (HOL-1857-03-UEM)

n/a

C
on
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de

ra
tio

n

Unify Endpoint Management

Stage Touch Primary Offer Title Secondary Offer Title

1
eBook: Forbes Study Data: The Impact of a Digitally 
Empowered Workforce

eBook: Think You Need a BYO Strategy? Think 
Again.

2
White Paper: Operationalizing a Digital Workspace 
Strategy

White Paper: Five Critical Steps to Modernize Your 
Windows Environment

3
eBook: Best Practices for a Modern Approach to PC 
Management

eBook: Unified Endpoint Management: Customer 
Stories

4

TestDrive: Digital workspace portfolio

Hands-on Labs: VMware Workspace ONE UEM
• (HOL-1857-01-UEM)

VMware Workspace ONE with AirWatch
• (HOL-1857-03-UEM)

n/a
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Campaign Design and Flow

Simplify Windows Delivery

A
w
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Stage Touch Primary Offer Title Secondary Offer Title

1
eBook: Forbes Study Data: The Impact of a Digitally 
Empowered Workforce

eBook: Think You Need a BYO Strategy? Think 
Again.

2
Trend Brief: Shut the Door on Data Loss: Learn 
About the Latest Trends in Data Protection for Digital 
Workspaces

White Paper: Simplify Your Windows 10 Migration 
with Desktop and Application Virtualization

3
eBook: Integrating Horizon and Citrix Apps in a 
Digital Workspace

eBook: Case Studies: Making Windows Delivery 
Simpler and More Secure

4

Hands-on Labs:  
Introduction to VMware Horizon 7 Enterprise

• (HOL-1851-01-ADV)

VMware Horizon 7 Application Delivery
• (HOL-1851-03-ADV)

n/a

C
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n
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Campaign Design and Flow

Campaign Customization

VMware is excited to offer our partners a variety of customizations that enable you to align the provided marketing materials 
with your brand and go-to-market strategy. Within the Partner Demand Center, you can customize the following campaign 
elements: logo, contact information, value proposition, color palette for header graphic and buttons.

Campaign Assets

The campaign contains a full suite of execution-ready assets that form a powerful integrated marketing campaign.

Multi-Touch Email 
Templates

Co-branded, customizable email 
templates, each with a separate 
call to action.

Online Banners

Banners for placement on your 
site or third-party sites to create 
interest and drive targets to 
campaign landing pages.

Telemarketing Scripts

Phone scripts to help qualify leads 
and drive sales.

Landing & Thank You 
Pages

Landing pages that VMware, you, 
or a third party can host to provide 
access to campaign offers.

Campaign Copy

Copy for all campaign assets that 
you can use in your own marketing 
materials.

Sales Guide

At-a-glance information to help 
sales reps understand the campaign 
and follow up on leads. 

Direct Mail Templates

Physical postcard that you can 
customize, print, and mail to direct 
your prospects to contact you to 
learn more.

Social Kit

Recommended copy and images 
for social networking sites, 
newsletters, and blogs.

Facebook/LinkedIn Image (1200x628) Twitter (1024x576)

SECURITY HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH LUCK.
Secure your application infrastructure via network virtualization and 
micro-segmentation.
READ THE WHITE PAPER

Asset White paper: Virtualization’s Hidden Gem: Application Security

AGILE AND SECURE ARE FINALLY ON THE SAME TEAM.
Protect data, users, and applications with thoughtful limitations 
for more effective security.
READ THE EBOOK

Asset eBook: 5 Essential Keys to Least Privilege

YOUR SECURITY I.Q. JUST WENT THROUGH THE ROOF.
Build protection into the DNA of your digital infrastructure to 
proactively defend against attacks.
READ THE EBOOK

Asset eBook: Application-Centric Security: A Modern Solution for Modern Threats

SECURITY IS IN YOUR DNA.
Test the benefits of a secure application infrastructure in a 
Hands-on Lab with nothing to install.
GET STARTED

Asset Hands-on Lab:

STRENGTHEN YOUR DEFENSES.
Stop application infrastructure threats in their tracks with a smarter 
approach to network virtualization and security. 
LEARN MORE
Link to campaign landing page or partner website

SECURITY IS ABOUT MORE THAN THE PERIMETER.
Protect at the application infrastructure level with a ubiquitous software 
layer built into network virtualization.
LEARN MORE
Link to campaign landing page or partner website

A SMARTER APPROACH TO SECURITY.
Don't wait for a data breach before acting--secure your network at the 
application level.
LEARN MORE
Link to campaign landing page or partner website

Leverage this content on your corporate social media channels to increase the reach and impact of your campaign efforts.

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Solution-Level Posts (Facebook, LinkedIn & Twitter)

Offer-Based Posts (Facebook, LinkedIn & Twitter)
Offer 1

Offer 2

Offer 3

Offer 4

VMware, Inc. 3401 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA 
Tel: 1-877-486-9273 Fax: 1-650-427-5001 www.vmware.com

IT Initiative: Transform Windows Delivery

Organizations can empower the digital workspace by delivering Windows applications and desktops as an on-premises or cloud-
based service alongside all enterprise applications—all from a single self-service catalog. Virtualizing apps and desktops with 
VMware frees apps to run anywhere while improving performance, security, and management costs.

VMware Product Focus
• Provide anywhere access      • Secure sensitive data      • Reduce cost and complexity

Audience Pain Points 
•   Lines of business and employees want to use personal devices for work, but IT organizations can’t support distributing and 

supporting internal Windows applications on personally owned laptops.

•  Desire to deliver a consumer-like enterprise app store with a consistent user experience across laptops, tablets, and smartphones, 
but there are hundreds of Windows applications that must be installed on a Windows image.

•  Current processes create a bottleneck as the business continues to grow and expand—all while budget shrinks.

• Too many employees with VPN access to the corporate network from noncompliant devices.

VMware Product Focus
• VMware Horizon®

Primary Off er Title by Email Touch

 1.  White Paper: The State of the Digital Workspace: Discover the Latest Business Mobility Trends and Insights to Implement Today

2. Trend Brief: 5 Ways Virtualization Is Evolving the Digital Workspace

3. White Paper:  Secure Apps for the Enterprise: A Practical Guide for Securing and Mobilizing Your Enterprise Apps

4.  Hands-on Labs: Introduction to VMware Horizon 7; VMware Horizon 7 Application Delivery

What Should You Do Now?

If your prospect has expressed interest in Hands-on Labs, this is a great opportunity to get in touch and set a meeting to 
demonstrate new features and capabilities. Follow the process below to convert this opportunity into a sale.

Engage Follow up with your prospect via telephone.

Show Demonstrate benefi ts in person or via a Web meeting.

Sell

• Position the right solution and upsell.

•  Visit the incentives page on Partner Central to maximize your profi t with partner rewards 
and promotions:

www.vmware.com/partners/partners.html?apex/page?name=products.incentives

Register

•  Register your qualifi ed opportunity through VMware Partner Central. This provides deal protection 
and an extra discount. 

• To register a deal, go to: www.vmware.com/go/adplus

- Select “Joint Marketing Activity” from the Opportunity Source pull-down menu.

- Select “Yes” under the pull-down menu for Development Funds Utilized.

- Include the campaign tag “PDC” in the Project Name fi eld
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Recommended Campaign Flow

Campaign Design and Flow

Database 
list cleaning 
and building 
services

Social 
media

Lead  
follow-up

Results and  
metrics

Online 
banners

Sales guide

Email series

Landing 
and thank 
you pages

Campaign 
playbook 

VMware, Inc. 3401 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA 
Tel: 1-877-486-9273 Fax: 1-650-427-5001 www.vmware.com

IT Initiative: Transform Windows Delivery

Organizations can empower the digital workspace by delivering Windows applications and desktops as an on-premises or cloud-
based service alongside all enterprise applications—all from a single self-service catalog. Virtualizing apps and desktops with 
VMware frees apps to run anywhere while improving performance, security, and management costs.

VMware Product Focus
• Provide anywhere access      • Secure sensitive data      • Reduce cost and complexity

Audience Pain Points 
•   Lines of business and employees want to use personal devices for work, but IT organizations can’t support distributing and 

supporting internal Windows applications on personally owned laptops.

•  Desire to deliver a consumer-like enterprise app store with a consistent user experience across laptops, tablets, and smartphones, 
but there are hundreds of Windows applications that must be installed on a Windows image.

•  Current processes create a bottleneck as the business continues to grow and expand—all while budget shrinks.

• Too many employees with VPN access to the corporate network from noncompliant devices.

VMware Product Focus
• VMware Horizon®

Primary Off er Title by Email Touch

 1.  White Paper: The State of the Digital Workspace: Discover the Latest Business Mobility Trends and Insights to Implement Today

2. Trend Brief: 5 Ways Virtualization Is Evolving the Digital Workspace

3. White Paper:  Secure Apps for the Enterprise: A Practical Guide for Securing and Mobilizing Your Enterprise Apps

4.  Hands-on Labs: Introduction to VMware Horizon 7; VMware Horizon 7 Application Delivery

What Should You Do Now?

If your prospect has expressed interest in Hands-on Labs, this is a great opportunity to get in touch and set a meeting to 
demonstrate new features and capabilities. Follow the process below to convert this opportunity into a sale.

Engage Follow up with your prospect via telephone.

Show Demonstrate benefi ts in person or via a Web meeting.

Sell

• Position the right solution and upsell.

•  Visit the incentives page on Partner Central to maximize your profi t with partner rewards 
and promotions:

www.vmware.com/partners/partners.html?apex/page?name=products.incentives

Register

•  Register your qualifi ed opportunity through VMware Partner Central. This provides deal protection 
and an extra discount. 

• To register a deal, go to: www.vmware.com/go/adplus

- Select “Joint Marketing Activity” from the Opportunity Source pull-down menu.

- Select “Yes” under the pull-down menu for Development Funds Utilized.

- Include the campaign tag “PDC” in the Project Name fi eld

Campaign Execution Tips

•  Send emails two to three weeks apart, including nonresponders from the previous email in subsequent touches. 

•  Email open rates tend to peak at roughly an hour after they are sent. For example, emails sent at 8:00 a.m. will have the 
highest probability of being opened at 9:00 a.m. 

•  For best results, execute email campaigns so that they arrive between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. or between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. 
on a Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. Remember to account for differences in time zones.

•  If telemarketing is part of your strategy, it should commence after the second touch, approximately 14 days after  
campaign start.
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Campaign Deployment

Check off each step as you go to help ensure a smooth campaign execution.

Before the Campaign

     Set campaign timing plan. Your Partner Marketing Manager or Concierge is available to help with your timing plan and 
discuss any additional support needs.

     Determine your target audience. Review the Campaign Marketing Opportunity section of this playbook to define  
your targets.

     Prepare your database. Engage your Partner Marketing Manager or Concierge for help cleaning or updating your 
database or if you lack internal or third-party database marketing resources.

     Determine your follow-up strategy. Either have your sales team follow up on leads or get help from your Partner 
Marketing Manager or Concierge. 

     Equip your sales team. Brief your team on the campaign and share the sales guide, which includes any links to  
Hands-on Labs.

Campaign Execution

     Organize your social media strategy and content. Set milestones and plan to distribute social content for the duration of 
the campaign. Consider personalizing the content with additional messages or use it as is. 

     Place banners. Banners are crucial for driving targets to landing pages. For best results, time these to run in conjunction 
with your email campaign.

     Customize your emails and execute for success. Use your brand logo, contact information, value proposition, and colors 
to represent your business. Make sure to follow the campaign execution tips in the Campaign Design and Flow section of 
this playbook. 

     Follow up on all leads. If you are using a proactive outbound telemarketing strategy, start your follow-up after the second 
touch. If you would like help conducting timely lead follow-up, your Partner Marketing Manager or Concierge is available  
to assist.

 After the Campaign

      Continue follow-up efforts. Drive revenue through continued telemarketing and direct-sales efforts.

     Analyze your results. Track your milestones, pipeline, sales, and ROI, and share the results with your Partner Marketing 
Manager or Concierge. Your feedback is critical to helping us improve.
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Campaign Deployment

Campaign Summary: Mutual Investment

At VMware, we want every partner to be successful, and we will continue to invest in partners who commit to engagement, 
follow the process, and show returns.

What you get from VMware:
• Exclusive opportunity

• Preliminary sales and tech training

•  Access to marketing support to augment your 
capabilities

•  Programs and customizable multi-touch demand-
generation campaigns to create awareness

• Tools to accelerate sales

• Methods for tracking your success

What we need from you:
• Trained sales and tech professionals

•  Database development and lead follow-up 
capabilities in place

•  Flawless campaign execution through the Partner 
Demand Center or your marketing-automation system

•  Consistent reporting of campaign metrics

VMware, Inc. 3401 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA  
Tel: 1-877-486-9273 Fax: 1-650-427-5001 www.vmware.com


